CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM
f 31- T^13 ig *n harmony with the expectation on
p. 69 above, that the lowering of the melting point of
CaCl2.6H20 by addition of CaCl2 or H20 is less than
normal.
In completion it may be remarked that we have arrived
in two different ways at the conclusion that the lowering
• of the melting point of hydrated calcium chloride by addi-
tion of water or calcium chloride is less than normal. Both
arguments proceed essentially from the same fundamental
assumption; the first from the partial dissociation of the
hydrate for equilibrium in the fused state; the second on
the existence of a pressure of water vapour for the fused
hydrate, which is intimately bound up with the partial
dissociation of the hydrate. Hydrates, therefore, that when
melted have no vapour pressure of water1, must give the
normal lowering of melting point on addition of either	|
component; that is very approximately the case for bodies	f
like sulphuric acid, and completely so for the carbohy-	£
drates.
6. Review of the Complete Relations of Two Bodies which	1
act chemically on one another.   Chlorine and Iodine.	],
Now that the leading phenomena shown by two bodies	|
that act chemically on one another have been discussed,	t
it is desirable to explain the complete relations in some	I
special instance, i.e. to define what occurs when, under	f
varying temperature, pressure, and mass-ratio, two chemical	I
re-agents are placed in contact. The mutual behaviour of	i
chlorine and iodine will be chosen as example 2.	I
The complete solution of the problem is, then, to deter-	^
mine in all possible cases what occurs to a given mass of	I
chlorine when it is placed in contact with a given mass	I
of iodine, at determinate pressure and temperature. The	f
problem has only been partially solved, since with regard	f
1	Zeitschr. f. Phys. Chem. 10. 201.	1
2	Stortenbeker, L e. 3. ix.	f

